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At approximately 0542 hours on January 31, 1990 radio advised of a 
possible shooting at 739 E. 6th street, my partner and I responded 
to the scene from the downtown area. Upon arrival to the scene LPO 
Lorenson directed me to keep a man separated from the other witnesses 
at an apartment near the crime scene, the apartment address was 747 E. 
The subject, Ahmed Rayan, was kept separated in the kitchen. Rayan 
appeared upset, and during a conversation he stated he was the 
brother-in-law of the deceased. Mr. Rayan was wearing blue and white 
stripe pajamas and eye glasses. He was barefoot.
Mr. Rayan works at the Tucson Shopper, 1861 W. Grant, Phone # 622-0101, 
Extension # 614, as an inserter.
Mr. Rayan would answer questions but was not very communicative.
Rayan stated at one point that he believed Mr. Khalifa had been 
murdered for his religious beliefs, and expressed concern that 
everyone in the compound was in danger. He also expressed a belief 
that another branch of Sunni Muslims, headquartered in a mosque 
near the Speedway/Cherry area were to blame. He stated that 
Mr. Khalifa had angered several groups by claiming to be a 
"Messenger of God", and because his translation of the Koran was 
not considered orthodox, and several groups considered it blasphemous.

Mr. Rayan left the kitchen three times, once to go to the 
bathroom, once he went to the bedroom for his morning prayers - 
I accompanied him to the other room and stayed with him, and lastly 
he went into the living room when his wife wanted to go into the 
kitchen.

Mr. Rayan was transported to the main police station to be 
interviewed by detectives by Officer Walker (7623) and I 
Transported Mr. Rayan's wife to the main station where they were 
kept in separate interview rooms until detectives came in to inter
view them. I was relieved at approximately 1000 HRS and returned 
to Adam 1 to secure.
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